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HIGHLY EFFICIENT SIDEL COMPLETE LINE HELPS NIAGARA
BOTTLING LLC ACHIEVE +2 MILLION CASES PER YEAR

The industry-leading private label bottled water supplier, Niagara Bottling LLC, with its
many plants throughout the US and Mexico, has recently upgraded its Salt Lake City facility with a Sidel complete PET line. The line features two Super Combis, equipped with
the innovative and compact ground-level preform feeder, EasyFEED™, along with Gebo
Cermex conveying and end-of-line equipment. This investment has enabled the ambitious bottler to significantly increase its productivity through high-speed, efficient manufacturing and high availability rates of the line.
Niagara Bottling LLC, with more than 50 years of business experience, has based its success in
the water market on offering customers a high-quality product, which is safe and has a great
taste profile. Grounded on the fact that the PET bottled water market in the US is expected to
grow by a CAGR (compound annual growth rate) of 3% year on year between 2016 and 2020 1,
the company decided to rely on its long-standing business relationship with Sidel and install a
new complete PET line to enlarge its production capacity to answer consumers’ demand. This
choice is proving key to deliver higher performance and safety, while increasing cost efficiency.
Greater availability and efficiency to boost productivity
Starting point of the new complete line at Niagara’s plant is Sidel’s EasyFEED, an innovative,
compact and safe ground-level preform feeder for PET lines. From the hopper, the preforms are
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lifted by an elevator column to only 2.5 metres. They are then sorted and vertically driven into
the bowl of a rotary unscrambler. Positioned at the edge of a rotating table and supported by the
neck flange, the preforms are moved onto a rail by a filtered airflow. Instead of traditional gravimetric infeed rails, the preforms are driven by two motorised, food-grade brush belts up to the
infeed blowing wheel, contributing to keep the level of preform integrity very high. This patented
technology ensures operators’ safety and overall easier operations by significantly reducing the
footprint and the height for preform infeed.
Bill Hall, Executive Vice President of Manufacturing at Niagara Bottling LLC, comments, “By
keeping operations at ground level, removing the impact of gravity from the feeding process,
and using motorised, food-grade brush belts – to move the preforms into the blow moulder – the
EasyFEED preform feeder ensures greater control over the production. As a result, we have
seen OEE (Overall Equipment Effectiveness) improvements, which are worth about 2% more
produced bottles per year according to our estimations. In a line like the one embedding
EasyFEED and the Sidel Super Combis, this translates to 2 million cases per year of extra
productivity. That would not have been possible with a traditional preform feeder, so we are really happy with this achievement.”
With output speeds up to 82,000 bottles per hour, Sidel EasyFEED is optimal for PET water bottle producers like Niagara Bottling LLC, who need to combine very high-speed production lines
with ultra-light PET bottles handling, while increasing the availability of their lines.
“We have seen large gains with the two EasyFEED solutions. In terms of machine availability,
they are running above 98%, with a mean time between failures (MTBF) that is more than three
hours: this is a big improvement to anything we have seen in the past. In addition, in terms of
preform integrity, the handling via EasyFEED is extremely efficient and provides good quality
preforms to the blow moulder. Its very high level of availability requires minor interventions from
operators. And – when needed – its ground-level design provides maximum safety. All in all, we
have gotten better performance from the new preform feeders,” adds Paul Wilson, Vice President of Manufacturing at Niagara Bottling LLC.
Enhancing PET packaging quality through next-generation solutions
While the successful journey of the PET bottle starts with the right preform feeder, the Super
Combi is crucial in reducing total costs of ownership (TCO) for the customer and maintaining a
very high level of efficiency. The team at Niagara Bottling LLC recognises that its tighter layout,
a better utilisation of the integrated labeller and the redesign of the labeller itself are extremely
beneficial for their production targets. Namely, the labelling technology provided by Sidel is
quite exciting for the bottled water producer. “Talking about availability, the labeller has shown
impressive results: it offers great ease of operations, together with efficient and top-quality label
application, ensuring high-level performances,” explains Paul further.
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Niagara is one of the first companies running the brand-new Roll-Fed labeller, which can handle
lightweight containers and ultra-thin labels, yet allowing for better glue control and distribution,
together with reduced consumption. While developing this labelling solution, which uses hot
glue to apply wrap-around plastic labels, ease of operations has been high on the Sidel engineers’ agenda. The vacuum drum is built in light-weight sectors for easy and quick replacement
and features newly patented adjustable pads for longer production time and minimal maintenance time. The ergonomics of the solution have been significantly optimised for top productivity and a sustainable footprint, with all main components fully visible and accessible during production or maintenance, without having to disengage the station.
Bill comments, “The product quality secured by Sidel blow moulders and fillers was already well
known in Niagara. With the all-in-one Super Combi system, we can handle even ultra-light bottles more easily, yet ensuring higher top loads. Now, with the new labeller in place, we are also
getting a truly efficient and reliable solution.”
The Super Combi is the ideal way to maximise production and increase line efficiency while reducing TCO; a fact that Niagara has also noticed. “The all-in-one system has improved our
overall packaging quality. Plus the solution comes with a safer environment to fill products in.
Also, ergonomically speaking, the Super Combi is both very compact and easy to access.
Changeovers are smoother and easier,” remarks Bill. Talking of Super Combi, Paul notes the
difference made by its integrated vision system, controlling the whole solution performance:
“This is a high-quality piece within the system. It is able to capture any kind of minor defects on
the bottle’s surface, body, and base, while duly checking the correct label application, filling level, and cap positioning. All in all, it ensures a top-quality product for our customers – always.”
For the leading producer of bottled water, which covers more than 40 different brands, the reduction of TCO was the key when they invested in the new piece of equipment. With EasyFEED
as the safe and easy-to-operate entry point to the line and Super Combis showing their performance in blowing, filling, labelling, and capping, the end-of-line production needed to be optimised for footprint, efficiency at very high speeds, and overall lower capital expenditure. This is
where engineers at Gebo Cermex, part of the Sidel Group, stepped in. The Gebo Cermex high
speed shrink-wrapping system, which is part of the end-of-line at Niagara, delivers high quality
packs, and the fully accessible low level palletiser with robotic layer preparation at the infeed
always ensure reliable, non-stop production. With these features, the solutions hold performance extremely high, providing the entire line – from start to finish – with unmatched efficiency
and flexibility.
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Editors Note: The images within this document are for illustrative purposes only and should not be used for reproduction. If high resolution copies are not attached with the document, please contact Katherina Riesner at F&H
Porter Novelli for copies – see contact details below.
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About Sidel Group
The Sidel Group is formed by the union of two strong brands, Sidel and Gebo Cermex. Together, we are a leading provider of equipment and services for packaging liquid, food, home and
personal care products in PET, can, glass and other materials.
With over 37,000 machines installed in more than 190 countries, we have nearly 170 years of
proven experience, with a strong focus on advanced systems, line engineering and innovation.
Our 5,000+ employees worldwide are passionate about providing complete solutions that fulfil
customer needs and boost the performance of their lines, products and businesses.
Delivering this level of performance requires that we continuously understand our customers’
challenges and commit to meeting their unique goals. We do this through dialogue, and by understanding the needs of their markets, production and value chains. We complement this by
applying our strong technical knowledge and smart data analytics to support maximum lifetime
productivity to its full potential.
We call it Performance through Understanding.
Find out more at www.sidel.com and connect with us
blog.sidel.com

youtube.com/user/sidel

linkedin.com/company/sidel

twitter.com/Sidel_Intl

facebook.com/SidelInternational
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